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Once again the outage is upon us. lt seenrs like the
outage comes along monthly instead yearly. Many
things are different during the outage comtrlared to
the rest of the year. Traffic increases-bo1lh foot and
vehicle, infrequent jobs are performed, ancl fatigue
can become a major factor right from the get-go.
This is a time for everyone to be more awerre of their
surroundings, and to be more vigilant in working
safely.

evaluatel the possible hazards that may be
encountered. Make a conscious effort to change
behavior when starting a job and not get in a rush.
Remember that a job done safely is more important
than a few minutes saved. Take a minute to talk to
someone about ways to work safely. Complete a
JSA fiob safety analysis). The amount of time saved
doing a task in a hurry or unsafely will never be worth
the risk taken.

The VOLTs program is behavior based and was
implemented in an effort to help every persion
change the way they look at things-maybe even
changing some unsafe habits and behaviors that
have developed. One of the goals of the VOLTS
process is to help everyone take a second look at
everything they do at IPSC and at home. The
outage tends to put everyone on edge with deadlines
that need to be met to ensure that the electrons head
down the line on schedule. The pressure to hurry
and get the work done is often felt.

Take Two and find your respirator prior to welding,
cleaning, or painting. Take Two and put on a pair of
leather S,loves before grabbing that Matabo and
cutting into a pipe. Take Two in order to walk around
that vehicle to make sure a new yellow "pinstripe"
isn't going to be added to its paint job. Take Two to
verify tal3ging procedures are followed correctly
before diving headfirst into a job . Take Two and
stretch clut those stoved-up muscles before trying to
lift heavr/ objects. Take Two when rigging the crane
to ensure you know where possible pinch points are
Iocated so all of your fingers stay attached . Take
Two and route those cables or cords along the wall
or overhead to avoid a tripping hazard. Take Two to
visit with a coworker about something you view as
being an unsafe behavior. Last but not least , Take
Two to remember why you want to return home safe
and healthy at the end of the day. What is youtwhy?

Many of you will remember the safety slogan that
was promoted at IPSC years ago-Take Two.
Those two words are great advice when it comes to
safety--€specially during the outage. When faced
with a new job that is unfamiliar or hasn't been done
for a year, step back and take a couple of minutes to

.
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